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Reinforced Temporal Attention and Split-Rate Transfer 
for Depth-Based Person Re-Identification

Highlights

Reinforced Temporal Attention

‣First, we enhance re-identification from video by implementing temporal 
attention as a Bernoulli-Sigmoid unit acting upon frame-level features. 
The introduced unit is trained end-to-end with reinforcement learning and 
thus it is termed as Reinforced Temporal Attention (RTA).
‣Second, we address data scarcity in depth-based person re-identification 
by introducing Split-Rate Transfer  from large RGB data.  Our scheme 
encourages parameter sharing at the bottom CNN layers between RGB and 
depth data while the remaining layers are rapidly fine-tuned from RGB.
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Split-Rate Transfer• We  extend  Recurrent  Attention  models  [1,  2]  to  temporal  domain  by 
modeling temporal attention as a Bernoulli-Sigmoid stochastic unit:

• Due to non-differentiability a gradient sample approximation is used:

Example sequence with the predicted Bernoulli parameter.

Schematic diagram of the end-to-end model with RTA drawn in red.

RGB to Depth transfer learning

Person ReID from RGB Person ReID from Depth

  RGB 
input R

Depth 
input D

WR,1 WR,2 WR,3 WR,4 WR,5 WR,6 WR,7 WR,8

  RGB 
labels R  Base R

WD,1 WD,2 WD,3 WD,4 WD,5 WD,6 WD,7 WD,8

  Depth 
labels D  Base D

Depth 
input D

WD,1 WD,2 WD,3 WD,4 WD,5 WD,6 WD,7 WD,8

  Depth 
labels D

WR,1 WR,2 WR,3

 R3D [3]

WR,1 WR,2 WR,3

 Our transfer 
(R3D)

WR,4 WR,5 WR6 WR,7

(×0/1) (×0/1) (×0/1) (×1) (×1) (×1) (×1) (×1)

(×0/1) (×0/1) (×0/1) (×10) (×10) (×10) (×10) (×10)

Our transfer scheme has 3 key differences compared to fine-tuning [3]:
1. Despite  apparent  differences  between  RGB  and  depth  data,  their 

bottom layers can be directly shared.
2. Fine-tuning from RGB works better than re-training for top layers.
3. Using lower (or 0) learning rate for the bottom layers and higher for 

the top layers is better than using uniform rate across the hierarchy. 

Comparisons in Person ReID from Depth

• Methods that learn end-to-end features perform much better than 
the ones that rely on hand-crafted biometrics on all datasets.

• Our algorithm is the top performer in multi-shot mode, as our RTA 
unit effectively learns to re-weight the most effective frames based on 
a task-specific reward.

• We  note  that  spatial  attention  is  also  important  in  datasets  with 
significant variation in human pose and partial body occlusions, as in 
BIWI, but less critical on DPI-T, which contains views from the top 
and the visible region is mostly uniform across frames.

• In  scenario  with  unseen  clothes,  Depth-based  ReID  more  robust, 
while combined with head information performs the best.

Comparison  of  our  RGB-to-Depth  transfer  with  Yosinski  et  al  [3]  in 
terms of top-1 accuracy on DPI-T.


